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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider the problem of semi-supervised dimensionality reduction. We focus on the local geometric 
structure of data and propose a novel method, called Semi-supervised Locality Discriminant Projections (SSLDP). It 
uses both labeled and unlabeled samples. Specifically, the labeled samples are used to explore the discriminating 
ainformation including both similarity and dissimilarity information, while the unlabeled samples are used to estimate 
the intrinsic geometric structure of data. Thus, SSLDP learns a discriminant projection which can best preserve both 
the discriminating structure and the local geometric structure of data. We evaluate SSLDP in the similarity measure 
which plays a key role in most of the information processing tasks. The experimental results show the effectiveness 
of our algorithm. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
In many visual or text analysis applications, such as image or document retrieval, face recognition, text 
categorization, etc., one is often confronted with high dimensional data. It is considerable to represent the 
data in a lower dimensional space before performing efficient clustering or classification algorithms. So 
far, most methods of dimensionality reduction can be parted into two groups. The methods in the first 
group are derived from the global statistical properties of data, two famous techniques of which are 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)[1] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)[2]. Specifically, PCA 
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is an unsupervised method aiming at the optimal reconstruction of the data, and LDA is a supervised 
method which focuses on a more distinguishable projection. Both of them have been effectively employed 
in a variety of real-world applications, however, they only pay attention to the global statistical properties 
of data, and therefore often fail in the case where the data was highly nonlinear or the distribution of data 
was far away from the Gaussian distribution. To address this problem, many dimensionality reduction 
methods based on manifold learning have been derived, forming the second group. These methods focus 
on the intrinsic geometric structure of the data, and naturally can find more suggestive lower dimensional 
structure underlying the high dimensional observed samples. Three impressive algorithms of this group 
are Laplacian Eigenmap[3], Locality Preserving Projections[4] and Locality Discriminating Indexing [5]. 
In general, supervised methods are more efficient since they incorporate discriminating information. 
However, when given insufficient labeled data, the performance of supervised methods would be hardly 
guaranteed. It this case, taking the unlabeled data into account may greatly useful [6]. Hence, in this paper 
we consider the problem of semi-supervised dimensionality reduction based on manifold learning, 
expecting it to perform more effective and stably by taking both the labeled and unlabeled samples into 
account.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 is devoted to a step-by-step introduction to 
the algorithm of Semi-supervised Locality Discriminant Projections (SSLDP). The experimental results 
are presented in Section 3. Finally, we conclude the paper and give suggestions for future work in Section 
4.
2. Semi-supervised Locality Discriminant Projection 
Before presenting the SSLDP, we firstly introduce the notations used throughout this paper. Let the 
matrix [ ]1 2, ,..., NX x x x= mix ∈   denote the entire data set, where N is the number of samples and 
m is the feature dimension. ( )T di iy A x d m= ∈ ≤  is low-dimensional representation of xi through 
linear transformations n mA × .The complete data set ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2 1, , , ,... , , ,...l l l l uD x t x t x t x x+ += ( it  is 
the label of ix ) is naturally parted into two subset: the labeled data set ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2, , , ,... ,l lL x t x t x t= ,and the unlabeled data set { }1,...l l uU x x+ += . In this case, the 
number of columns of X , i.e. N equals l+u.
2.1.  Construct the adjacency graph 
We use the adjacency graph to describe the intrinsic geometry of data. Choosing the appropriate type of 
graph and its parameters is not a trivial task. In general one should try to ensure that the local 
neighborhoods induced by this construction are “meaningful”. However, since there is no essential 
difference for our algorithm with various methods of graph building, we present our algorithm with k 
nearest neighbor graph. 
Once the adjacency graph is constructed, we need to weight the edges between data points. We hope the 
weights of edges can reflect both of the natural geometric structure of data and the label information. 
Furthermore, we intend to involve both the similarity and dissimilarity information, since we know which 
data points have same label while which data points have different labels. Hence, we choose the special 
definition as following: 
definition 1：
Wij = 1        if ix  and jx  are connected, and they are not in different classes 
                           -1        if ix and jx  are connected, and they are in different classes  
                       0        otherwise. 
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Note that there are three cases that the edge between two connected data points should be weighted by 
1. The first case is that the two data points are both labeled and their labels are the same; the second is 
that both of them are unlabeled, in which case we can’t make sure about whether they are in different 
categories; the third is that either of them is unlabeled, in which case the label of the other could be 
neglected for the same reason mentioned in the second case. In fact one is usually encountered with the 
latter two cases since the labeled data are sparse. 
2.2. Object Function and the Optimal Solution 
We consider the following three sub-objective problems: 






y y−∑ （ ix , jx  are connected and in the same class）.
• We hope the samples that are in the different classes in the local geometric structure move further, 
which is formulated as:





y y−∑ （ ix , jx  are connected but in different categories）.
Note it equals to
2
,
Min - i j
i j
y y−∑ （ ix , jx  are connected but in different categories）.
• We have an additional purpose that if we cannot determine whether the two samples are in 
different categories, then, the mapped yi and yj should be “close” if xi and xj are “close”. This 





y y−∑ （ ix , jx  are connected and they are not in different classes）.
By considering the above three sub-objective problems together with the weight we have defined in 





2 i j ijA i j L




( )* T T
1 0






                                                       (1)
Where TY A X= , D  is a diagonal matrix with ii ijjD W=∑ . L D W= − is the Laplacian matrix. 
The constraint TYDY I= removes an arbitrary scaling factor in the embedding, and the constraint 
1 0YD =  eliminates the trivial solution that collapses all vertices of G onto the real number 1. 
Solutions of Eq.(1) can be provided by the eigenvectors of the following generalized eigenvalue 
problem: 
T TXLX a XDX aλ=                                                                            (2) 
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Let the column vectors 1 2, ,..., da a a be the eigenvectors with respect to the first d non-zero minimum 
eigenvalues of Eq.(2) and let the transformation matrix [ ]1 2, ,...,n d dA a a a× = . A data point can be 
embedded into d dimensional subspace by following transformation: 
Tx y A x→ =
3. Experimental Results 
In this section, several experiments were performed to evaluate our proposed algorithm. We apply the 
SSLDP algorithm to the task of similarity measure for the accuracy of similarity measure plays a key role 
in most of the information processing tasks including document clustering, classification, retrieval, etc. 
We also compared our algorithm with LPI[7] and LDI[5]. 
3.1.1. Data Preparation 
We use Reuters-21578 as our data collection. Documents that appear in two or more categories were 
removed, leaving us 8293 documents consisting of semantic categories (topics). We kept the largest 20 
categories which contain 7794 documents in total and the details are listed in Tabel 1. To compare with 
LPI, we use the keywords reported by [7] except the word “five” as it appeared in our stop-word list and 
was removed during the preprocessing. For each keyword qi, let Di denote the set of the documents that 
containing qi. Finally, we get 29 document subsets that contains multiple topics each. The sizes of these 
document subsets and the numbers of topics contained are listed in Tabel 2. Note that these subsets are 
not necessarily disjoint. We removed the stop words and no further preprocessing was done. For each 
subset Di, we use the first 10,000 words with highest frequency as features, and represent the documents 
as vectors in the resulted vector space using the Term Frequency (TF) indexing scheme. 
Table 1. 20 semantic categories from Reuters-21578 used in our experiments. 
category num of documents category num of documents category num of documents 
Earn 3713 sugar 114 alum 45 
Acq 2055 coffee 110 grain 45 
crude 321 gold 90 copper 44 
trade 298 money-supply 87 jobs 42 
money-fx 245 gnp 63 reserves 38 
interest 197 cpi 60 rubber 38 
Ship 142 cocoa 53 
Table 2. 20 The size of documents and topics related to the 29 keywords 
Subsets num of documents num of topics Subsets num of documents num of topics 
agreement 761 16 Losses 237 17 
American 350 15 Money 132 17 
Bank 636 19 national 380 19 
Control 235 14 Prices 587 19 
Domestic 256 15 production 401 17 
Export 263 17 Public 285 17 
Exports 316 20 Rates 239 19 
Foreign 442 19 Report 327 19 
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Growth 299 19 services 246 13 
Income 346 13 Sources 255 15 
Increase 581 19 Talks 284 15 
industrial 238 15 Tax 549 14 
Industry 392 18 Trade 594 20 
international 686 20 World 359 19 
investment 572 18 
3.1.2. Experimental Design 
For each document subset Di, we compute its lower dimensional representations Di’ by using SSLDP, 
LPI and LDI, then we evaluate the similarity measure between the documents in Di’. Intuitively, we 
expect that similarity should be higher for the document pair related to the same topic (intra-topic pair) 
than for the pair related to different topics (cross-topic pair). Therefore, we adopted the average precision 
used in TREC[8], regarding an intra-topic pair as a relevant document and the similarity value as the 
ranking score. Let pi denotes the document pair which has the i-th highest similarity value among all pairs 
in the subset Di. For each intra-topic pair pk, its precision is evaluated as follows:  
                                    precision(pk)=# of intra-topic pairs pj / k, j≤ k
The average of the precision values over all intra-topic pairs in Di was computed as the average precision 
of Di.
For LPI, the topic information of documents are not used before valuation. For SSLDP and LDI, we 
use the topic of documents as their labels, in other words, the documents related to same topic is thought 
of belonging to same category. We refer the documents whose topic information are used as labeled data 
points while the documents whose topic information are neglected as unlabeled data points. To exam the 
performance of SSLDP with different size of labeled data points, we take varied proportion (from 1% to 
50%) of documents related to each topic to compose labeled data set. Following the [7], for all algorithms, 
the number of nearest neighbors is set to be 7, and the cosine similarity is used. 
3.1.3. Results 
In Figure1, we compare the “best” and “mean” overall average precision of SSLDP, LPI and LDI with 
the number of dimension varies from 1 to 60. It can be seen that by incorporating the discriminating 
information, SSLDP outperforms LPI, and achieves at most 3.71% improvement when there is sufficient 
labeled data points. In the two sub-figures to the right, we can see that SSLDP performs much better than 
LDI. We note [5] uses LDI with 3 nearest neighbor graph, the value of parameter k here may not 
appropriate for this method. However, since this value is set without optimizing for SSLDP either (just 
following the [7]), we can argue that SSLDP is more robust to the changes of this parameter and more 
efficient in learning discrimant projection. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a new linear dimensionality reduction algorithm called Semi-supervised 
Locality Discriminant Projection (SSLDP). Specifically, the labeled data points are used to explore the 
discriminating information including both similarity and dissimilarity information, while the unlabeled 
data points are used to estimate the intrinsic geometric structure of data. Thus, SSLDP learns a 
discriminant projection which can best preserve both the discriminating structure and local geometric 
structure of data. We evaluate SSLDP in similarity measure on real-world dataset. The experimental 
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results demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. In future work, we will explore the local and 
global consistency method for dimensionality reduction. We will also try different approaches to encode 
the dissimilarity information. 
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Fig. 1. The overall average precision of SSLDP with LPI and LDI with different size of labeled data points 
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